Waldensian Class RELG 360-041

Take a Religion Class and travel to the ancient home of the Waldenses in the Piedmonts of Northern Italy June 6 - 14, 2018. All costs for the trip are covered by registration for this summer course RELG 360-041 (the cost is the same as a 3 credit class on AU campus, plus a $250.00 tour fee).

Persons who wish to take this 3 credit class will need to contact Professor Kathleen Demsky, Director Architecture Resource Center (ph. 269-471-2418) email - demskyk@andrews.edu).

Students will meet with Professor Demsky for 7 class periods* during spring semester in order to study the history and background on this ancient people of faith. This is a summer class and registration takes place at the end of the spring semester. (*These times will be determined according to student preference/schedules.)

In June we will journey to the sacred sites in the Piedmont Alps of Northern Italy. The purpose for the study of this topic is to bring to the student not only the historical and spiritual perspective, but also a personal experience of faith.

For persons who want to travel with us on this faith journey and are not taking it as a class the cost is $3,584.

Please contact Professor Demsky by phone or email for the resources (books/DVDs) that will be needed prior to taking the tour, to gain knowledge beforehand, of the amazing historical sights of these ancient people of faith, which we will discover on this faith journey.